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Practical Common Lisp

2006-11-01

treats lisp as a language for commercial applications not a language for academic ai concerns this could be considered to be a
secondary text for the lisp course that most schools teach this would appeal to students who sat through a lisp course in college
without quite getting it so a nostalgia approach as in wow lisp can be practical discusses the lisp programming model and environment
contains an introduction to the language and gives a thorough overview of all of common lisp s main features designed for experienced
programmers no matter what languages they may be coming from and written for a modern audience programmers who are familiar with
languages like java python and perl includes several examples of working code that actually does something useful like programming
and database access

Paradigms of Artificial Intelligence Programming

2014-06-28

paradigms of ai programming is the first text to teach advanced common lisp techniques in the context of building major ai systems by
reconstructing authentic complex ai programs using state of the art common lisp the book teaches students and professionals how to
build and debug robust practical programs while demonstrating superior programming style and important ai concepts the author
strongly emphasizes the practical performance issues involved in writing real working programs of significant size chapters on
troubleshooting and efficiency are included along with a discussion of the fundamentals of object oriented programming and a description
of the main clos functions this volume is an excellent text for a course on ai programming a useful supplement for general ai courses
and an indispensable reference for the professional programmer

Common LISP

2014-02-20

highly accessible treatment covers cons cell structures evaluation rules programs as data recursive and applicable programming
styles nearly 400 illustrations answers to exercises toolkit sections and a variety of complete programs 1990 edition

ANSI Common Lisp

1996

teaching users new and more powerful ways of thinking about programs this two in one text contains a tutorial full of examples that
explains all the essential concepts of lisp programming plus an up to date summary of ansi common lisp informative and fun it gives users
everything they need to start writing programs in lisp and highlights innovative lisp features

Coders at Work

2009-12-21

peter seibel interviews 15 of the most interesting computer programmers alive today in coders at work offering a companion volume to
apress s highly acclaimed best seller founders at work by jessica livingston as the words at work suggest peter seibel focuses on how
his interviewees tackle the day to day work of programming while revealing much more like how they became great programmers how they
recognize programming talent in others and what kinds of problems they find most interesting hundreds of people have suggested names of
programmers to interview on the coders at work web site codersatwork com the complete list was 284 names having digested everyone
s feedback we selected 15 folks who ve been kind enough to agree to be interviewed frances allen pioneer in optimizing compilers first
woman to win the turing award 2006 and first female ibm fellow joe armstrong inventor of erlang joshua bloch author of the java
collections framework now at google bernie cosell one of the main software guys behind the original arpanet imps and a master debugger
douglas crockford json founder javascript architect at yahoo l peter deutsch author of ghostscript implementer of smalltalk 80 at
xerox parc and lisp 1 5 on pdp 1 brendan eich inventor of javascript cto of the mozilla corporation brad fitzpatrick writer of
livejournal openid memcached and perlbal dan ingalls smalltalk implementor and designer simon peyton jones coinventor of haskell and
lead designer of glasgow haskell compiler donald knuth author of the art of computer programming and creator of tex peter norvig
director of research at google and author of the standard text on ai guy steele coinventor of scheme and part of the common lisp gang
of five currently working on fortress ken thompson inventor of unix jamie zawinski author of xemacs and early netscape mozilla hacker

Common LISP

1990-06-15

the defacto standard a must have for all lisp programmers in this greatly expanded edition of the defacto standard you ll learn about
the nearly 200 changes already made since original publication and find out about gray areas likely to be revised later written by the
vice chairman of x3j13 the ansi committee responsible for the standardization of common lisp and co developer of the language itself the
new edition contains the entire text of the first edition plus six completely new chapters they cover clos the common lisp object system
with new features to support function overloading and object oriented programming plus complete technical specifications loops a
powerful control structure for multiple variables conditions a generalization of the error signaling mechanism series and generators
plus other subjects not part of the ansi standards but of interest to professional programmers throughout you ll find fresh examples
additional clarifications warnings and tips all presented with the author s customary vigor and wit



Common LISP

1992

the text uses a tutorial style that focuses on learning by interaction and experimentation

Common Lisp Recipes

2016-01-01

find solutions to problems and answers to questions you are likely to encounter when writing real world applications in common lisp
this book covers areas as diverse as web programming databases graphical user interfaces integration with other programming
languages multi threading and mobile devices as well as debugging techniques and optimization to name just a few written by an author
who has used common lisp in many successful commercial projects over more than a decade common lisp recipes is also the first common
lisp book to tackle such advanced topics as environment access logical pathnames gray streams delivery of executables pretty printing
setf expansions or changing the syntax of common lisp the book is organized around specific problems or questions each followed by
ready to use example solutions and clear explanations of the concepts involved plus pointers to alternatives and more information
each recipe can be read independently of the others and thus the book will earn a special place on your bookshelf as a reference work you
always want to have within reach common lisp recipes is aimed at programmers who are already familiar with common lisp to a certain
extent but do not yet have the experience you typically only get from years of hacking in a specific computer language it is written in a
style that mixes hands on no frills pragmatism with precise information and prudent mentorship if you feel attracted to common lisp s
mix of breathtaking features and down to earth utilitarianism you ll also like this book

Land of Lisp

2010-10-15

lisp has been hailed as the world s most powerful programming language but its cryptic syntax and academic reputation can be enough
to scare off even experienced programmers those dark days are finally over land of lisp brings the power of functional programming to
the people with his brilliantly quirky comics and out of this world games longtime lisper conrad barski teaches you the mysteries of
common lisp you ll start with the basics like list manipulation i o and recursion then move on to more complex topics like macros higher
order programming and domain specific languages then when your brain overheats you can kick back with an action packed comic book
interlude along the way you ll create and play games like wizard adventure a text adventure with a whiskey soaked twist and grand
theft wumpus the most violent version of hunt the wumpus the world has ever seen you ll learn to master the quirks of lisp s syntax
and semantics write concise and elegant functional programs use macros create domain specific languages and learn other advanced lisp
techniques create your own web server and use it to play browser based games put your lisp skills to the test by writing brain melting
games like dice of doom and orc battle with land of lisp the power of functional programming is yours to wield

Let Over Lambda

2008

let over lambda is one of the most hardcore computer programming books out there starting with the fundamentals it describes the most
advanced features of the most advanced language common lisp only the top percentile of programmers use lisp and if you can understand
this book you are in the top percentile of lisp programmers if you are looking for a dry coding manual that re hashes common sense
techniques in whatever langue du jour this book is not for you this book is about pushing the boundaries of what we know about
programming while this book teaches useful skills that can help solve your programming problems today and now it has also been
designed to be entertaining and inspiring if you have ever wondered what lisp or even programming itself is really about this is the book
you have been looking for

Programming Algorithms in Lisp

2021-03-12

master algorithms programming using lisp including the most important data structures and algorithms this book also covers the
essential tools that help in the development of algorithmic code to give you all you need to enhance your code programming algorithms
in lisp shows real world engineering considerations and constraints that influence the programs that use these algorithms it includes
practical use cases of the applications of the algorithms to a variety of real world problems what you will learn program
algorithms using the lisp programming language work with data structures arrays key values hash tables trees graphs and more use
dynamic programming program using strings work with approximations and compression who this book is for intermediate lisp programmers
wanting to do algorithms programming a very experienced non lisp programmer may be able to benefit from this book as well

Learning LISP

1984

this book introduces emacs lisp and tells you how to make the editor do whatever you want whether it s altering the way text
scrolls or inventing a whole new major mode topics progress from simple to complex from lists symbols and keyboard commands to
syntax tables macro templates and error recovery resource description page



Writing GNU Emacs Extensions

1997

this will become the new standard reference for people wanting to know about the lisp family of languages

Lisp in Small Pieces

2003-12-04

written by a lisp expert this is the most comprehensive tutorial on the advanced features of lisp for experienced programmers it shows
how to program in the bottom up style that is ideal for lisp programming and includes a unique practical collection of lisp programming
techniques that shows how to take advantage of the language s design for efficient programming in a wide variety of applications

On Lisp

1994

written for the professional statistician or graduate statistics student the primary objective of this book is to describe a system
based on the lisp language for statistical computing and dynamic graphics to show how it can be used as an effective platform for a
wide range of statistical computing tasks ranging from basic calculations to customizing dynamic graphs in addition it introduces
object oriented programming and graphics programming in a statistical context the discussion of these ideas is based on the lisp stat
system readers with access to such a system can reproduce the examples presented and use them as a basis for further experimentation
and study

LISP-STAT

2009-09-25

lisp was developed in the late 1950s as a language for manipulating symbols this book presents the common lisp programming language
which is a version of lisp and details its range of application including data structures computer systems and compiler design it provides
extensive examples of lisp programs in a variety of areas such as text formatting and spelling correction

Object-oriented Common LISP

1998

objective caml ocaml is an open source programming language that utilizes both functional and object oriented programming practical
ocaml teaches objective caml in a straightforward manner teaching all the features of this functional programming language by example
you will learn how to utilize ocaml to create a simple database do reporting and create a spam filter you will also learn how to do
complex log file scanning create your own network servers by creating a shoutcast server and create a web crawler by the book s
conclusion you will be well on your way to creating your own applications with ocaml

Practical OCaml

2008-01-03

discover the functioning and example uses of the common lisp condition system this book supplements already existing material for
studying common lisp as a language by providing detailed information about the lisp condition system and its control flow mechanisms it
also describes an example ansi conformant implementation of the condition system in part 1 of the common lisp condition system the
author introduces the condition system using a bottom up approach constructing it piece by piece he uses a storytelling approach to
convey the foundation of the condition system dynamically providing code to alter the behavior of an existing program later in part 2
you ll implement a full and complete ansi conformant condition system while examining and testing each piece of code that you write
throughout the author demonstrates how to extend lisp using lisp itself by using the condition system as an example this is done while
paying proper attention to the cl restart subsystem giving it attention on a par with the handler subsystem after reading and using this
book you ll have learned about the inner functioning of the condition system how to use it in your own common lisp coding and
applications and how to implement it from scratch should such a need arise what you will learn examine the condition system and see
why it is important in common lisp construct the condition system from scratch using foundational mechanisms provided by common lisp
program the condition system and its control flow mechanisms to achieve practical results implement all parts of a condition system
conditions restarts handler and restart binding macros signalling mechanisms assertions a debugger and more who this book is for
beginning and intermediate lisp programmers as well as intermediate programmers of other programming languages

The Elements of Artificial Intelligence

1987

clojure programming this functional programming language not only lets you take advantage of java libraries services and other jvm
resources it rivals other dynamic languages such as ruby and python with this comprehensive guide you ll learn clojure fundamentals
with examples that relate it to languages you already know page 4 of cover



Successful Lisp: How to Understand and Use Common Lisp

2005

most of the gnu emacs integrated environment is written in the programming language called emacs lisp the code written in this
programming language is the software the sets of instructions that tell the computer what to do when you give it commands emacs is
designed so that you can write new code in emacs lisp and easily install it as an extension to the editor this introduction to emacs lisp
is designed to get you started to guide you in learning the fundamentals of programming and more importantly to show you how you
can teach yourself to go further this manual is available online for free at gnu org this manual is printed in grayscale

The Common Lisp Condition System

2020-12-12

if you ve ever wondered how to build your own programming language or wanted to learn c but weren t sure where to start this is the
book for you in under 1000 lines of code you ll start building your very own programming language and in doing so learn how to
program in c one of the world s most important programming languages along the way we ll learn about the weird and wonderful
nature of lisps the unique techniques behind function programming the methods used to concisely solve problems and the art of writing
beautiful code build your own lisp is a fun and creative journey through a fascinating area of computer science and an essential read for
any programmer new or old

Functional Programming

1980

showing off scheme functions expressions defining your own procedures words and sentences true and false variables higher order
functions lambda introduction to recursion the leap of faith how recursion works common patterns in recursive procedures advanced
recursion example the functions program files vectors example a spreadsheet program implementing the spreadsheet program what s next

Clojure Programming

2012-03-30

introduction getting acquainted functions and data lists eval notation conditionals global variables and side effects list data
structures applicative operators recursion elementary input output iteration property lists recommended further reading dialects of
lisp extensions to lisp index

An Introduction to Programming in Emacs Lisp

2009-10-28

cd rom contains cross referenced code

Anatomy of LISP

1978

most perl programmers were originally trained as c and unix programmers so the perl programs that they write bear a strong
resemblance to c programs however perl incorporates many features that have their roots in other languages such as lisp these
advanced features are not well understood and are rarely used by most perl programmers but they are very powerful they can
automate tasks in everyday programming that are difficult to solve in any other way one of the most powerful of these techniques is
writing functions that manufacture or modify other functions for example instead of writing ten similar functions a programmer can
write a general pattern or framework that can then create the functions as needed according to the pattern for several years mark
jason dominus has worked to apply functional programming techniques to perl now mark brings these flexible programming methods that
he has successfully taught in numerous tutorials and training sessions to a wider audience introduces powerful programming methods
new to most perl programmers that were previously the domain of computer scientists gradually builds up confidence by describing
techniques of progressive sophistication shows how to improve everyday programs and includes numerous engaging code examples to
illustrate the methods

Build Your Own Lisp

2014-10-22

drowning in unnecessary complexity unmanaged state and tangles of spaghetti code in the best tradition of lisp clojure gets out of
your way so you can focus on expressing simple solutions to hard problems clojure cuts through complexity by providing a set of
composable tools immutable data functions macros and the interactive repl written by members of the clojure core team this book is the
essential definitive guide to clojure this new edition includes information on all the newest features of clojure such as transducers and
specs clojure joins the flexibility and agility of lisp with the reach stability and performance of java combine clojure s tools for
maximum effectiveness as you work with immutable data functional programming and safe concurrency to write programs that solve
real world problems start by reading and understanding clojure syntax and see how clojure is evaluated from there find out about the



sequence abstraction which combines immutable collections with functional programming to create truly reusable data transformation
code clojure is a functional language learn how to write programs in a functional style and when and how to use recursion to your
advantage discover clojure s unique approach to state and identity techniques for polymorphism and open systems using multimethods
and protocols and how to leverage clojure s metaprogramming capabilities via macros finally put all the pieces together in a real
program new to this edition is coverage of clojure s spec library one of the most interesting new features of clojure for describing both
data and functions you can use clojure spec to validate data destructure data explain invalid data and generate large numbers of
tests to verify the correctness of your code with this book you ll learn how to think in clojure and how to take advantage of its
combined strengths to build powerful programs quickly what you need java 6 or higher clojure 1 9

Simply Scheme

1999

strategies for building large systems that can be easily adapted for new situations with only minor programming modifications time
pressures encourage programmers to write code that works well for a narrow purpose with no room to grow but the best systems are
evolvable they can be adapted for new situations by adding code rather than changing the existing code the authors describe techniques
they have found effective over their combined 100 plus years of programming experience that will help programmers avoid programming
themselves into corners the authors explore ways to enhance flexibility by organizing systems using combinators to compose mix and
match parts ranging from small functions to whole arithmetics with standardized interfaces augmenting data with independent
annotation layers such as units of measurement or provenance combining independent pieces of partial information using unification or
propagation separating control structure from problem domain with domain models rule systems and pattern matching propagation and
dependency directed backtracking extending the programming language using dynamically extensible evaluators

LISP

1984

find a perl programmer and you ll find a copy of perl cookbook nearby perl cookbook is a comprehensive collection of problems solutions
and practical examples for anyone programming in perl the book contains hundreds of rigorously reviewed perl recipes and thousands of
examples ranging from brief one liners to complete applications the second edition of perl cookbook has been fully updated for perl 5 8
with extensive changes for unicode support i o layers mod perl and new technologies that have emerged since the previous edition of the
book recipes have been updated to include the latest modules new recipes have been added to every chapter of the book and some chapters
have almost doubled in size covered topic areas include manipulating strings numbers dates arrays and hashes pattern matching and text
substitutions references data structures objects and classes signals and exceptions screen addressing menus and graphical applications
managing other processes writing secure scripts client server programming internet applications programming with mail news ftp and
telnet cgi and mod perl programming programming since its first release in 1998 perl cookbook has earned its place in the libraries of
serious perl users of all levels of expertise by providing practical answers code examples and mini tutorials addressing the challenges
that programmers face now the second edition of this bestselling book is ready to earn its place among the ranks of favorite perl books
as well whether you re a novice or veteran perl programmer you ll find perl cookbook 2nd edition to be one of the most useful books on
perl available its comfortable discussion style and accurate attention to detail cover just about any topic you d want to know
about you can get by without having this book in your library but once you ve tried a few of the recipes you won t want to

Code Reading

2003

moore s law has crashed peak oil has hit computing is no longer cheap and is controlled by the few alan gregoire spends his days
squeezing minute optimizations out of code until an unexpected bug leads him into a world of underground hackers bent on changing the
system

Higher-Order Perl

2005-03-31

summary redis in action introduces redis and walks you through examples that demonstrate how to use it effectively you ll begin by
getting redis set up properly and then exploring the key value model then you ll dive into real use cases including simple caching
distributed ad targeting and more you ll learn how to scale redis from small jobs to massive datasets experienced developers will
appreciate chapters on clustering and internal scripting to make redis easier to use about the technology when you need near real time
access to a fast moving data stream key value stores like redis are the way to go redis expands on the key value pattern by accepting a
wide variety of data types including hashes strings lists and other structures it provides lightning fast operations on in memory
datasets and also makes it easy to persist to disk on the fly plus it s free and open source about this book redis in action introduces
redis and the key value model you ll quickly dive into real use cases including simple caching distributed ad targeting and more you ll
learn how to scale redis from small jobs to massive datasets and discover how to integrate with traditional rdbms or other nosql
stores experienced developers will appreciate the in depth chapters on clustering and internal scripting written for developers familiar
with database concepts no prior exposure to nosql database concepts nor to redis itself is required appropriate for systems
administrators comfortable with programming purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning
publications what s inside redis from the ground up preprocessing real time data managing in memory datasets pub sub and configuration
persisting to disk about the author dr josiah l carlson is a seasoned database professional and an active contributor to the redis
community table of contents part 1 getting started getting to know redis anatomy of a redis web application part 2 core concepts
commands in redis keeping data safe and ensuring performance using redis for application support application components in redis search
based applications building a simple social network part 3 next steps reducing memory use scaling redis scripting redis with lua



Programming Clojure

2018-02-23

in this international collection of papers there is a wealth of knowledge on artificial intelligence ai and cognitive science cs techniques
applied to the problem of providing help systems mainly for the unix operating system the research described here involves the
representation of technical computer concepts but also the representation of how users conceptualise such concepts the collection
looks at computational models and systems such as uc yucca and oscon programmed in languages such as lisp prolog ops 5 and c
which have been developed to provide unix help these systems range from being menu based to ones with natural language interfaces some
providing active help intervening when they believe the user to have misconceptions and some based on empirical studies of what users
actually do while using unix further papers investigate planning and knowledge representation where the focus is on discovering what
the user wants to do and figuring out a way to do it as well as representing the knowledge needed to do so there is a significant focus
on natural language dialogue where consultation systems can become active incorporating user modfelling natural language
generation and plan recognition modelling metaphors and users mistaken beliefs much can be learned from seeing how ai and cs techniques
can be investigated in depth while being applied to a real test bed domain such as help on unix

Software Design for Flexibility

2021-03-09

the authors introduce this new approach to programming language design describe its evolution and design principles and present a
formal specification of a metaobject protocol for clos the clos metaobject protocol is an elegant high performance extension to the
commonlisp object system the authors who developed the metaobject protocol and who were among the group that developed clos
introduce this new approach to programming language design describe its evolution and design principles and present a formal
specification of a metaobject protocol for clos kiczales des rivi�res and bobrow show that the art of metaobject protocol design lies
in creating a synthetic combination of object oriented and reflective techniques that can be applied under existing software engineering
considerations to yield a new approach to programming language design that meets a broad set of design criteria one of the major
benefits of including the metaobject protocol in programming languages is that it allows users to adjust the language to better suit
their needs metaobject protocols also disprove the adage that adding more flexibility to a programming language reduces its
performance in presenting the principles of metaobject protocols the authors work with actual code for a simplified implementation of
clos and its metaobject protocol providing an opportunity for the reader to gain hands on experience with the design process they also
include a number of exercises that address important concerns and open issues gregor kiczales and jim des rivi�res are members of the
research staff and daniel bobrow is a research fellow in the system sciences laboratory at xerox palo alto research center

Perl Cookbook

2003-08-21

for weeks months nay from the very moment you were born you ve felt it calling to you at long last you ll be united with the
programming language you ve been longing for clojure as a lisp style functional programming language clojure lets you write robust
and elegant code and because it runs on the java virtual machine you can take advantage of the vast java ecosystem clojure for the
brave and true offers a dessert first approach you ll start playing with real programs immediately as you steadily acclimate to the
abstract but powerful features of lisp and functional programming inside you ll find an offbeat practical guide to clojure filled with
quirky sample programs that catch cheese thieves and track glittery vampires learn how to wield clojure s core functions use emacs
for clojure development write macros to modify clojure itself use clojure s tools to simplify concurrency and parallel programming
clojure for the brave and true assumes no prior experience with clojure the java virtual machine or functional programming are you
ready brave reader to meet your true destiny grab your best pair of parentheses you re about to embark on an epic journey into the
world of clojure

The Grid

2017-06-09

the defacto standard a must have for all lisp programmers in this greatly expanded edition of the defacto standard you ll learn about
the nearly 200 changes already made since original publication and find out about gray areas likely to be revised later written by the
vice chairman of x3j13 the ansi committee responsible for the standardization of common lisp and co developer of the language itself the
new edition contains the entire text of the first edition plus six completely new chapters they cover clos the common lisp object system
with new features to support function overloading and object oriented programming plus complete technical specifications loops a
powerful control structure for multiple variables conditions a generalization of the error signaling mechanism series and generators
plus other subjects not part of the ansi standards but of interest to professional programmers throughout you ll find fresh examples
additional clarifications warnings and tips all presented with the author s customary vigor and wit

Redis in Action

2013-06-17

this book is an introduction to the clos model of object oriented programming clos the common lisp object system is a newly designed
object oriented programming language that has evolved as a standard from various object oriented extensions of the basic lisp language
the language definition of clos comprises a set of tools for developing object oriented programs in common lisp the book serves two
purposes it is a practical guide to clos programming and stands as a tutorial teaching object oriented techniques for software design



and development

Intelligent Help Systems for UNIX

2012-12-06

The Art of the Metaobject Protocol

1991-07-30

Clojure for the Brave and True

2015-10-15

Common LISP

1990

Object-oriented Programming in Common LISP

1989
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